Aeroelastic control of combat aircraft has been implemented by the static method of aeroelastic tailoring and the active method of discrete control surfaces. With the ongoing development of high authority piezocomposite-based anisotropic actuators, it may be possible to use active wing warping for aeroelastic control, in particular for roll maneuver of the next generation Uninhabited Combat Aerial Vehicles (UCAVs). A preliminary study done on a generic combat aircraft embedded with active fiber composites (AFCs) in the wing skin indicates that an actuator of higher authority than that of presently available AFC is needed to achieve the desired roll rate level. Currently pursued single crystal fiber composite (SCFC) may be the enabler of such technology.
INTRODUCTION
Although aeroelastic problems were present since the first human powered flight, they grew into prominence during World War II with the advent of modern high-speed fighter aircraft. Since then, extensive stud- objectives of delaying the onset of instabilities, vibration suppression, maneuver control and performance enhancement.
Aeroelastic Tailoring for Performance Enhancement
Aeroelastic performance enhancement may be achieved through the passive technique of aeroelastic tailoring, or several active control techniques, both of which attempt to change the airfoil characteristics (such as angle of attack). Aeroelastic tailoring may be defined as the employment of directional stiffness into aircraft structural design to achieve given performance objectives [1] . One of the earliest works in this field was by Munk [2] in 1949, when he designed a wooden propeller with a fixed pitch. The blades would twist elastically and favorably as the thrust changes. This was accomplished by suitably orienting the grains of the wood.
Development of filamentary composite materials provided a new impetus to aeroelastic tailoring research. In 1969, Waddoups, McCullers and Naberhaus [3] showed that the directional properties of composites could be used to create a coupling between bending and twist deformation. This coupling produced the desired shape control for a supercritical wing they were designing. In the same year, a computer program known as Wing Aeroelastic Synthesis Procedure, also called TSO, was developed by McCullers, Waddoups, et al. [4] . This code was used by Price [5] in the design of the remotely pilotable HiMAT aircraft. Another application of the code was on the X-29 forward swept wing demonstration aircraft [6] .
During the 70's and 80's, tailoring was used in the problems associated with stability (divergence and flutter), lateral control effectiveness, and load redistribution [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] . An interesting aspect of aeroelastic analysis and design conducted during the 90's was in replacing the composite wing structural model from a simple laminated plate to an equivalent beam. Such techniques were used for analyzing high aspect ratio composite wings [12, 13, 14, 15] .
Aeroelastic tailoring, in isolation, is essentially static in nature and its effectiveness is limited to a design point. Hence, active techniques for aeroelastic performance enhancement started being considered in the mid-70's. There are two basic ways of implementing ac-tive control technology (see Figure 1) . One is through the use of discrete control surfaces such as leading edge and trailing edge flaps. The other is the concept of "deformable airfoil" in which the control surface is seamlessly integrated into the wing structure.
Discrete control surface Deformable airfoil Figure 1 : Two different control implementation concepts in lifting surfaces.
Discrete Control Surface Actuation Method for Aeroelastic Control
In 1975, Sandford, Abel, and Gray [16] presented flutter suppression studies on a cantilevered delta wing in the Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel. The wing had leading and trailing edge flaps and different active control methods were applied for increasing flutter dynamic pressure. In the early 80s, most of the flutter suppression systems were demonstrated by using wing/stores to induce flutter and control it by special outboard ailerons and flaperons [17] .
In 1990, Perry, Mukhopadhayay, Hoadley, and coworkers [18] proposed an Active Flexible Wing (AFW) experiment. It is an aeroelastically-scaled wind tunnel model with highly flexible bend-twist coupled wings. The wings have leading and trailing edge flaps with rotary actuators. Both aeroelastic tailoring and active control techniques were used for flutter suppression. Lazarus, Crawley, and Lin [19] studied aeroelastic control using control surfaces and strain actuation (discussed later) techniques. They did a typical section analysis for the problem and compared both ways of aeroelastic control. More recently, Weisshaar, Duke, and Dobbins [20] studied the intelligent use of wing stiffness tailoring, control surface topological design and active control. The objective was the reduction of the wing induced drag and control improvement of a flexible aircraft.
The main reason for the widespread use of flaps for aeroelastic control during the 80's and 90's was the availability of high authority leading and trailing edge control surfaces on existing wings. Also, discrete control surfaces are perceived to be very efficient for loads control. Supporting that in a parallel field (vibration reduction in helicopter blades), Millot and Friedmann [21] showed that actively controlled flap (ACF) consumes 10-20 times less power than conventional blade control in which the whole blade is rotated at its root by the pitch input. However, it is also known that the associated disadvantage of flaps is the increase in induced drag due to flow separation at the discontinuity between the wing and flap.
Another disadvantage of using flaps is the mechanical complexity associated with its actuation mechanism. Traditional hydraulic actuators add weight penalty to the system, and also have hydraulic and aerodynamic lags. An attempt to solve this problem was made in the late 90's by replacing hydraulic actuators with magnetostrictive ones (e.g., Terfenol-D [25] ), piezoelectric devices [22] and shape memory alloys [23] .
Shape Deformation Methods for Active Aeroelastic Control
Techniques for actively deforming the wing shape and, thus, altering the resultant aerodynamic loads were in evidence in the late 80's. Various active materials were utilized for this purpose. Among them, piezoelectric materials were the most popular because their bandwidth cover most of the important aeroelastic modes. Shape memory alloys, on contrary, are limited to low frequency applications. They have been utilized in realizing hingeless control surfaces in the Smart Wing program [24] . Shape memory alloys are beyond the scope of this work.
Piezoelectric materials can be used as strain actuators in various forms, and based on their actuation properties they can be widely classified as isotropic and anisotropic actuators.
Isotropic Piezoelectric Actuators
In 1990, Weisshaar and Ehlers [26] applied embedded isotropic piezoelectric material to modify the static aeroelastic behavior of a lifting surface. The wing was modeled as a laminated sandwich structure with piezoelectric layers in the upper and lower skins and active control techniques were used to modify the aeroelastic divergence speed of the wing. Later in 1993, under the Piezoelectric Aeroelastic Response Tailoring Investigation (PARTI), Crawley, Lazarus, and Lin [19, 27, 28] studied aeroelastic control using control surfaces and strain actuation techniques. They used MIMO control method for gust alleviation and flutter suppression on a cantilevered strain actuated wing test article. Piezoelectric actuators were also used in the 90s, among other things, for supersonic panel flutter control by Haleja and Glowasky [29] . Manser, Simpson, et al. [30] used piezoelectric patch actuators for active vertical tail buffet alleviation under the DaimlerChrysler Advanced Aircraft Structures program.
In spite of its widespread usage, authority of isotropic piezoelectric wafers for influencing torsion modes of wings in flutter studies was shown to be limited, and its lack of actuation directionality requires coupling between the actuator and the structural elasticity of the substrate.
Anisotropic Piezoelectric Actuators
Anisotropic strain actuators provide a new degree of design flexibility when dealing with active structures. The ability to tailor the actuation orientation independently of the passive elastic behavior of the structure is highly desirable from an aeroservoelastic point of view.
The first scalable embodiment of anisotropic strain actuator was achieved in the mid-90s through the active 2 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics fiber composite (AFC). They have been mostly studied for vibration alleviation in helicopter blades [31, 32, 33] and active aeroelastic tailoring of HALE wings [34] . Another embodiment of anisotropic strain actuator is the macro fiber composite (MFC) [35] . These actuators are currently being studied as a potential means for reducing buffeting loads on twin-tail fighter aircraft flying at high angles-of-attack in a NASA-Langley 1/6th scale active vertical tail model. Although AFCs and potentially MFCs are being used for different aeroelastic applications, an actuator with a greater level of actuation and potentially better tailored properties is required for high authority applications such as shape control of wing or maneuver enhancement of aircraft. Initial developmental studies indicate that single crystal fiber composite (SCFC) [40] has a very high actuation level compared to that of the presently available AFC. This is because the SCFC fiber is developed from a single crystal that can be grown by different techniques [36] . Figure 2 shows a quantitative comparison of actuation capabilities of two different forms of piezoelectric actuators, i.e., polycrystalline (AFC) and single crystal (SCFC). The butterfly curve of SCFC has been taken from Ref. [40] and the one for AFC from Ref. [41] . Both have undergone advancement in terms of actuation capability ever since.
Three observations may be drawn from the comparison of the two material systems. First, the actuation level that can be achieved by SCFCs is significantly higher than that of the present AFCs. This high level of actuation can potentially be utilized in high authority applications such as maneuver control of Uninhabited Combat Aerial Vehicles (UCAVs). The absence of pilots in UCAVs will allow for experimenting beyond the traditional design limits, which in turn can utilize the higher authority of SCFCs. Secondly, since it is a material under development, the properties of the SCFC can potentially be tailored to meet specific requirements by changing the fiber-matrix ratio, fiber composition, pitch of electrodes, etc. Finally, the behavior of SCFC, as shown in Figure 2 , is expected to be nonlinear in the operating range of applied electrical field. This needs nonlinear optimization and control techniques in applications such as maneuver control of UCAVs.
Roll Maneuver Control of UCAVs
One potential application of the high authority SCFCs is in the field of roll maneuver control of UCAVs.
Antisymmetric actuation for rolling maneuver control Active material patch Figure 3 : Antisymmetric actuation to achieve rolling maneuver control in UCAV.
As shown in Figure 3 , SCFCs can potentially be embedded in the skins of both the wing surfaces, covering the wing either wholly or partially, and rolling motion can be controlled by antisymmetrically actuating the active wings. This is expected to be a step towards realizing a high-performance highly conformable Active Aeroelastic Wing (AAW) configuration for a UCAV, without any complex control surfaces and their internal actuation mechanisms.
OBJECTIVES OF THIS STUDY
The multidisciplinary nature of AAW concept in the active UCAV wing design requires a tight integration of unsteady aerodynamics, structural dynamics, and controls in the presence of distributed embedded actuators and sensors. The modeling of SCFC and its nonlinear mechanisms of actuation along with the aeroservoelastic characteristics of the flexible wing are essential for the success of the concept. To implement the concept, two objectives need to be met:
• Develop a numerical design framework to allow the AAW concept for the active UCAV wing design to be implemented.
• Use the numerical design environment to determine the specifications of the SCFC based actuators required to achieve predetermined targets for roll maneuver. The specifications include the actuator mechanical and active properties, the actuator location inside the wing skin and along the span of the wing, and the actuator ply angles. All of these should be conducted under constraints that arise from limitations due to material failure, wing natural frequencies, and flutter and divergence considerations.
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PRELIMINARY STUDY
A preliminary study was done to estimate the roll rates that can be achieved using currently existing AFCs in a generic combat aircraft. Changes in the roll rate level with different AFC layup angles was also studied. The chosen model for this study is based on the generic combat aircraft developed at the Wright Laboratory (WPAFB) [37] . This model has been originally used for roll maneuver control studies using pointwise linear actuator elements in ASTROS [38] . In the present study, the model was imported into MSC/NASTRAN [39] and modified to replace the linear actuators by AFCs. 
Details of the baseline WPAFB Model
The underlying wing structure, as shown in Figure  4 , consists of 10 spars and 6 ribs and was modeled using 167 nodes. Top and bottom skins were modeled with CQUAD4 and CTRIA3 elements (towards the leading edge). Spar and web caps were modeled with CSHEAR and CROD elements. Appropriate single and multipoint constraints were specified for proper simulation of the wing structure connection to the fuselage. An 8000 lbs mass was used to simulate the weight of the fuselage. In addition, different amounts of non-structural mass (totaling 1600 lbs) were distributed amongst different node points on the wing to simulate fuel, plumbing, wiring and fastener weights [37] .
The graphite-epoxy composite laminates in the skin were assumed to have [90, 0, −45, 45] sym layup, with 0 0 orientation being parallel to the span of the wing. The thickness of each layer was taken from Ref. [37] . The material properties used in this study are given in the Appendix. A normal mode analysis (SOL 103) was conducted on the finite element model and the natural frequencies were compared to that obtained from Ref. [37] . An exact match confirmed the proper model export from ASTROS to MSC/NASTRAN.
The aerodynamic model uses doublet lattice subsonic method available in MSC/NASTRAN. The aerodynamic grid was constructed in the plane equidistant from the upper and lower structural surfaces. The number of panels was determined by numerical convergence. IPS interpolation scheme [42] was used for data transfer between the aerodynamic grid and the upper surface of the structural grid. This method, although not very accurate for general applications [43] , was found to provide similar results as the other two schemes (FPS and TPS) available in MSC/NASTRAN. This is primarily due to the nature of the grids that are almost planar.
Roll Rate Analysis of the WPAFB-AFC Model
Rolling can be achieved by actuating the AFC patches, embedded in the skin, in two ways: (a) shear ( 12 ) deformation, and (b) camber deformation. The wing can be deformed along the camber direction by introducing 90 0 AFC fibers in the upper and lower skins, and then actuating them out-of-phase. The following configurations were used for AFC ply angles for shear deformation: where the subscript 'AFC' refers to the active layers while the other angles refer to the passive substrate of the wing.
The AFCs were distributed all over the wing skin, from the wing tip up to about 30% of the half-span from the aircraft longitudinal axis, since the AFC patches near the thick wing root would not contribute significantly to the wing twist. Also, one or two plies of graphite-epoxy was removed from the baseline layup for each of one or two plies of AFC added to maintain the skin thickness. This gives a total of 24 cases each for the shear and camber actuation options, thus providing a significantly large domain space for studying the sensitivity of roll rate for different AFC configurations. The wing was actuated at ±1000V, and the flight conditions used were Mach number 0.85 and dynamic pressure 7.4 psi (the latter two conditions are from Ref. [37] ). The results are plotted in Figure 5 .
Conclusions of the Preliminary Study on Roll Maneuver of WPAFB-AFC Wing
Five things stand out from Figure 5 . One is that camber actuation is significantly less effective in roll rate control than shear. This is expected because of the wing stiffening due to presence of ribs. Secondly, there is a significant variation (maximum of 30%) in roll rate with change in AFC configuration within each method of actuation. Thirdly, the spikes in case of shear actuation correspond to the configuration with +45 AF C plies on the bottom of the lower wing skin. This is expected for a wing with quasi-isotropic baseline passive layup. Fourthly, by doubling the number of active plies on each skin increases the roll rate by about 10%. Finally, the maximum roll rate level achieved here is 13 deg/sec. Although the passive baseline layup was not properly optimized for the AAW concept, this preliminary study seems to indicate that a more powerful actuator may be needed to achieve the high roll rate levels for low aspect ratio combat aircraft.
ARCHITECTURE OF THE NUMERICAL DESIGN ENVIRONMENT FOR UCAV ROLL MANEUVER STUDY
After the preliminary AFC roll rate study, a broader numerical framework for the UCAV roll maneuver study is developed. Within this framework, various material configurations can be tested on an active UCAV wing for optimum performance.
The framework consists of an optimization loop as shown in Figure 6 . In the future, a control module will be added to increase the aeroelastic safety margin for more flexible designs. 
where i,j refer to a particular material direction, d is the piezoelectric constant, V /t is the electric field applied to the actuators, α is the equivalent coefficient of thermal expansion, and ∆T is the equivalent temperature.
(d) Constraints Implementation: The various constraints in the optimization loop are as follows.
(i) Strength: Tsai-Wu criterion for composite material is used for predicting the failure indices of the UCAV wing for a certain loading condition.
(ii) Frequency limit: A lower limit is imposed on the first symmetric bending frequency of the aircraft, for controllability purpose.
(iii) Roll rate: This is directly associated with the actuation authority.
(iv) Flutter/divergence speed: This makes sure that the configurations are safe from flutter and divergence point of view.
For this study, the values for the loading conditions are taken from the Wright Laboratory study of the fighter wing [37] . 
PRELIMINARY TEST OF THE NUMERICAL DESIGN ENVIRONMENT
A cantilevered sweptback plate of dimensions shown in Figure 7 was used as a test example to better understand the numerical design environment. The plate, fixed at side 1-2, was discretized into 8 elements along the X-axis and 12 elements along the Y-axis. For the aerodynamic load cases, the flow was considered to be along the X-axis. 20 panels along the chord and 30 along half-span were taken. The number of elements for 5 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics the structural and aerodynamic grids were determined by a separate numerical convergence study.
Two kinds of optimization analyses were performed. In the first case, the thickness of each ply was kept uniform throughout the plate. The following thickness variables were used for optimization: (a) TPLY90, the thickness of the 90 0 graphite-epoxy plies, (b) TPLY0, the thickness of the 0 0 graphite-epoxy plies, and (c) TPLY45, the thickness of the 45 0 active plies. In the second case, the plate was divided into four regions, as shown in the same figure, and the thickness of each ply within a region was kept uniform. The following thickness variables were used for optimization: TPLY90 (1-4), TPLY0(1-4) , and TPLY45 (1-4) where the numbers in parentheses refer to the region.
In both cases, the piezoelectric constant property d 11 of the active material constituting the top and bottom plies was also taken as an optimization variable and suitable limits imposed to simulate the actuation behavior of SCFC. From the representative butterfly curve of A modified feasible direction optimization method was used in MSC/NASTRAN and the objective was to minimize the plate mass.
The optimization variables were constrained between upper and lower bounds as follows: all TPLY's were constrained between 0.001 and 0.1 m, while the equivalent α 11 was constrained between 98.1 and 634.9, representing the possible range of SCFC free strain actuation (as obtained from Figure 8 ).
The optimization study was conducted in the following way. First each of the performance constraints was implemented individually. Three starting points were used: one at the upper bound of the design variables, the second at the lower bound, and the last one at midpoint between the two bounds. The optimizer was allowed to run till convergence was reached or to a maximum of 40 runs. When the optimization run terminated in the infeasible region, the feasible solution with the least mass was taken. The next step was to introduce all the constraints simultaneously and perform optimization. In this case, when the optimization using the aforementioned starting points did not lead to a satisfactory global optimum, the solution of the individual constraint run that gives the maximum mass was taken as the starting point for multi-constraint optimization. This solution would be closer to the multi-constraint optimum one when compared to the solution of the individual constraint run that gives the minimum mass. Also, an additional optimization was done by fixing α 11 at its maximum level (i.e., 634.9) to simulate the maximum authority actuator (for a fixed d 11 /d 12 ratio and given stiffness). Tables  1 and 2 show some of the results. As expected, increasing the number of design variables results in lower mass solutions. This is due to the greater design flexibility, allowing the solution to find better points in the design space. However, the results of "roll" and "flutter," and in a certain sense "stress," did not significantly change from Table 1 to 2. Also, the result from "all constraints" in Table 2 has a higher mass than the corresponding one in Table 1 . This is because the optimization step size chosen for the former case was not refined enough. By reducing the step size where searches are conducted, the solutions presented here can actually be improved. Finally, it may be remarked that when α 11 was fixed at its highest value, the 6 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics optimizer converged to a greater-mass solution with a much higher roll rate response due to the higher authority of the actuator. This also serves to illustrate that decreasing the number of design variables results in solutions with greater mass.
The simple example presented above served to show that the proposed framework should be able to handle a more realistic model with all the constraints involved in the problem.
OPTIMIZATION OF A UCAV-LIKE WING
Having ascertained the viability of the aforementioned framework, the final step was to implement the optimization loop for a UCAV-like model. The model was created based on the publicly available data of the Boeing X-45A [44] . Information was also taken from data available for similar aircraft.
Details of the UCAV model
The underlying half-UCAV structure, as shown in Figure 9 , consists of an aluminum fuselage frame covered with skin and extending up to the wings. It was idealized using 324 nodes. The upper and lower skins and the aluminum frame were idealized with CQUAD4 elements. Appropriate multi-point constraints were specified at the longitudinal axis of the aircraft for proper simulation of different boundary conditions of the aircraft. In addition, different amounts of nonstructural mass (totaling 5039 kg for the full aircraft) were distributed amongst different node points on the aircraft to simulate fuel, plumbing, wiring and fastener weights, engine, landing gears, and weapons. Figure 9 : Finite element discretization of the UCAV together with the original X-45A. Generic data was used in the finite element model due to public unavailability of complete specifications. The X-axis of the reference frame "4" gives the 0 0 ply direction for the wing and wing-fuselage intersection surfaces, while that of reference frame "2" gives the direction for fuselage surfaces. A specially-developed MATLAB [45] code was created to generate the structural finite element mesh for the MSC/NASTRAN input files. The model has the flexibility of changing the number of nodes, the airfoil used for the wings, and the cross-section of the fuselage. A 5% thick NPLX transonic airfoil [46] was used for this study. As in the case of the WPAFB wing, the aerodynamic model of the UCAV uses doublet lattice subsonic method. The grid was constructed at the base plane of the aircraft and IPS was used for data transfer between the upper aircraft surface and the aerodynamic grid.
Details of the optimization process
As in the case of the simple plate optimization, the thickness of each of the 90 0 , 0 0 and ±45 0 plies as well as the equivalent α 11 of the SCFC were taken as design variables. The bounds for the thickness variables were (0.000125, 0.1) m for graphite-epoxy and (0.000315, 0.1) m for SCFC, while that for α 11 were between 98.1 and 634.9. Here, the lower thickness bounds correspond to 1 ply of the corresponding material.
For this study, the half-aircraft model was divided into four regions, as shown in Figure 10 . The division was done for both top and bottom surfaces of the aircraft. Regions 1 and 2 were further subdivided into two subregions, as shown in Figure 10 . The thickness values of material plies are uniform within each region. The thickness of the aluminum frame was kept fixed at 0.005 m. The SCFC plies were introduced only in region 4 and the upper and lower wing surfaces were considered independent during optimization.
The performance constraints with respect to frequency, stress, roll and flutter were kept the same as that in the simple plate problem. Also, optimization was started from three points: lower and upper bounds, and midpoint of the domain. Each of the constraints was introduced separately, and corresponding minimum weight design found. Then all the constraints were in-7 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics troduced simultaneously and the analysis was repeated. The optimization was done in a Dell Precision 410 workstation with 256 MB RAM.
It was observed that the optimizer did one of two things for the individual constraint case: (1) it did not move from the starting point, or (2) it converged to the lower bounds of the design variables. When all the constraints were introduced, the optimizer showed one of the following results: (1) it did not move from the starting point, as before, or (2) it stopped with an error due to lack of memory.
To reduce the problem size, α 11 was fixed at the upper bound of 634.9. Also, instead of explicitly checking for failure of all finite elements of the aircraft in the optimizer, only the most critical stress areas were checked during an optimization loop. By numerical investigation, the most critical areas were found to be REGION 1 UP and REGION 4 in Figure 10 . The failure indices of other regions of the aircraft were checked manually after optimization. Also the ply variables corresponding to REGIONs 1 and 2 DOWN were treated as fixed parameters for the optimization problem. Again by numerical investigation, these thickness variables were each set to be 0.0025 m (20 plies) while the starting point for all other graphite-epoxy variables was kept at 0.0005 m (4 plies) and that of the active plies was 0.001575 m (5 plies). Optimization was conducted and the minimum weight design satisfying all constraints as closely as possible was determined. Table 3 presents the results of the optimization. The maximum failure index of 0.9210 is within acceptable range. The frequency is above the 3.0 Hz limit. The roll rate is 92.7 deg/sec, above the specified target. Finally, the damping factor at 290 m/s is slightly negative which implies that the aircraft is flutter-free below 290 m/s at M = 0.85, although with a small margin. The thickness distribution of all the plies are given in the Figures 11-14 . It can be seen that the thickness of all graphite-epoxy plies is maximum near the longitudinal axis of the aircraft due to strength consideration. The figure also shows the asymmetry of thickness of all the plies about the lateral plane of the aircraft (that divides the top and bottom surfaces). The distribution of the different plies in the aircraft is governed by a host of factors, including wing sweepback angle of 65 0 , strength requirement due to pullup, roll rate requirement above 90 deg/sec, flutter and natural frequency mode shapes that satisfy the respective flutter speed and frequency limits. It may be noted that the thickness values shown here need to be converted to the closest number representing integer number of plies, and that this solution need to be checked for feasibility. The UCAV design study may be further refined by using different material layups, airfoils, and fuselage shapes. ment its performance. With the advent of high authority anisotropic actuators, wing warping can potentially be used in the next generation of UCAV to achieve roll controllability instead of traditional discrete control surfaces. To study this problem, a suitable numerical design environment was developed to include the novel aspects of integrally distributed anisotropic piezocomposite actuators in a composite wing construction. Using this framework, roll maneuver control through wing warping can be determined. The numerical framework was tested for relatively simple models and performed according to specifications. A Boeing X-45A-based UCAV model was used to assess the authority requirement on the piezocomposite actuators for achieving a representative roll rate while satisfying other design constraints. The results showed that current stateof-the-art technology on anisotropic piezocomposite actuators (e.g., active fiber composites) do not have the authority needed for wing warping control. A three to four-fold increase in actuation authority is needed to enable this control approach for this type of aircraft. The expected properties of the single-crystal fiber composites currently under development would provide the desirable authority. Results showed that the X-45A-like aircraft can achieve over 90
Results of Optimization
• /s roll rate with no more than 1.3-mm thick active regions on each surface of the wing. The results presented in this paper explored only part of the possible design space. In future, studies need to be conducted on different ply layups, airfoils, fuselage cross sections, and non-structural mass distribution. Also, higher number of design variables should be considered to obtain lower mass solutions. More automation is also desirable for the optimization process, eliminating significant human intervention needed on the current implementation. The small flutter margin obtained from the optimization runs shows that it will be an active constraint is such concept. A control module should be added to the numerical framework to allow the study of stability augmentation using the already present actuators on the system. Finally, aerodynamic modeling issues and sensor architecture should be addressed in future studies of distributed anisotropic piezocomposite actuators for UCAV applications.
